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ABSTRACT 
 
 The compressed air energy storage system (CAES) and the pumped hydroelectric storage 
systems (PHES) are the two matured technologies for storing utility-scale bulk energy. This 
thesis presents the thermal model for the CAES with energy recovery system, which include the 
results of the exergy analysis for the components of the system and its performance and related 
economic issues compared to that of the PHES. 
 The results show that CAES with energy recovery unit can provide roundtrip efficiency 
close to 71 percent compared to the 80 percent for PHES. The exergy destroyed in turbo-
machinery contributes to 79 percent, and the remaining due to heat loss from cavern, oil tanks 
and energy lost in exhaust air. Based on the current data on the capital and energy storage costs 
that accounts for the round trip efficiencies, it is estimated that the simple payback for CAES is 
significantly (5 to 25 years) lower than the PHES (11 to 53 years).  Direct use of the power from 
the wind turbine fed to the compressors can raise the roundtrip efficiencies close to 82 percent 
for CAES. 
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Power Quality- Power quality determines the fitness of electrical power to consumer devices. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 The electric power industry faces vast challenges in providing electricity to an 
unpredictable and unbalanced market. One of the most obvious problems comes from the 
instantaneous matching of supply and demand of electricity. At every given moment when power 
is in demand then power must be produced, and when power is produced it must be used. A 
solution to dissolve the production and demand association comes from energy storage. Energy 
storage can tap deep into obstacles like low utilization of power plants, transmission 
decongestion, defer transmission and substation upgrades, adding renewable energy generation, 
and improving power quality. At first glance, energy storage is simply seen as a storehouse for 
energy that consumes energy at low demand periods and alleviates high demand volumes at peak 
periods. This gross oversimplification misses many of the advantages bulk storage can provide to 
the industry. Dissolving the link between very moment production and demand, resources like 
commodities, power plant life, and transmission upgrade deferrals find improved conditions and 
allow energy to work in different economic market environments.  
 In 2012, India experienced the largest power outage in human history. Intense hot 
weather spiked demand from 1.2 billion people and caused a blackout leaving over 620 million 
souls without power. The system failure exposed India’s infrastructure weaknesses. A 
developing country such as India has grown with the request for more electricity, but from an 
insufficient power capacity. Energy storage is not the solution to all the problems in the 
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circumstances like India. However, in many markets energy storage is a needed step of 
improvement upon the evolving infrastructure.  
 Efforts currently exist in storing energy in the Southeastern United States in mechanical 
forms.  TVA’s successful Raccoon Mountain delivers 1652 MW of capacity from its pumped 
hydroelectric energy storage (PHES) plant. Close by, McIntosh Alabama operates a Compressed 
Air Energy Storage (CAES) plant with 110 MW. In the international market, Huntorf, Germany 
operates the first and oldest CAES plant at 321 MW. These two existing CAES plants and 
pumped storage plant provide firm data among storage techniques, and a base for emerging 
storage concepts to compete with the previous generation systems.  
 Improved systems to CAES are compared to the current energy storage designs, in this 
thesis, in an aim to discriminate benefits and detriments of the alternative concepts. The TVA 
specific infrastructure is the subject of the comparative analysis between the adopted concepts 
and current existing energy storage systems. Technical and economic benefits of storage 
methods are presented when determining the appropriate plant design. Hydro Pumped Storage, in 
its present state, has been the most reliable blueprint for energy storage. Compressed air, though 
old in its mechanical concept, has been given increased attention with its adaptive characteristics. 
CAES plants possess several methods including: conventional cycle CAES and adiabatic CAES 
with thermal storage which will be defined in later section. Effective solutions for energy storage 
system to be instated will be the following approach: 
1. Technical design criteria evaluate independent plant design components breakdown in the 
energy storage efficiency and exergy. Design categories evaluate charge, storage, and 
discharge of stored electricity as well their location and energy densities. 
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2. Revenue Analysis will cover avoided cost savings and revenues due to installment of the 
bulk energy system. Revenues assessed include purchase and sales differential, avoided 
peak generation cost, and payback period. 
The criterion illustrated are not as white and black to utility companies like the cost analysis 
in this thesis. Each utility has a unique energy portfolio with diverse fuel power plants and 
dissimilar capacities. An in depth cost analysis should be performed to maximize the current 
assets with planned construction projects. Other factors including capacity planning and 
deterring transmission upgrades for vertically integrated utilities are intimate cost analyses that 
can better assess the utilities’ needs. This all could suggest energy storage is not needed in the 
portfolio if the energy storage cost isn’t competitive with new fuel-based power plants. 
 Efforts today are pushing to a renewable energy balance in the global electricity 
production. The United States’ Congress is pushing a bill that would require utilities to generate 
25% of electricity from renewable generation by 2025. The nature of renewable continues to be 
variable and intermittent thus creating challenges for industries. If legislative is passed, 
renewables coupled with energy storage provide an economic means of sustainable energy 
production. The energy storage created for utility needs today will likely be critical for 
renewable growth in the future. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE 
 
 
2.1 Energy Storage 
2.1.1 Economics of Storage 
Storing energy from power generation is as old as utility industries themselves. The need 
arose from the natural laws of electricity where once the electricity is created it must be used. 
Utilities continuously battle the demand for power with the generation of that power. In other 
words, if electricity generation and demand do not fluctuate, the need for storage disappears. 
Variable demand for electricity derives from human habits and the human need for electricity is 
not constant.  A combative strategy for fluctuations is to mix the plant portfolio with base load 
generation and peaking power plants. Energy storage technologies create dissociation between 
the instantaneous production of energy and demand for energy of power plants.  
Energy storage has innumerable market roles which reach across wholesale power, 
transmission and distribution, and retail markets. The storage enables each market to optimize 
current assets, improve quality, and increase flexibility. The charge and discharge time as well as 
capacity determine each appropriate market for storage. In Figure 2.1 provided by Electricity 
Storage Association highlights economic benefits in all the markets according the two key 
storage criteria, time and capacity.1 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 For more information see Electric Storage Association 
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Figure 2.1 Electric Storage Market Benefits by Capacity and Time 
 
Specifically for wholesale power, main advantages are plant utilization, power quality, 
commodity arbitrage and purchase-sales.2 Commodity arbitrage and purchase-sales provide the 
largest economic return by displacing expensive generation with stored less expensive 
generation. Similarly, plant utilization offers economic returns and can also extend the life cycle 
of power plants. Coal plants are designed to operate at full capacity, however the plants are 
commonly operated with partial capacity because volatile demand on the grid. The partial 
generation drops heat rate, and effectively the plant’s efficiency, which result in higher operation 
costs. An energy-sink (storage) provides a critical intermediary for maximum plant output. In the 
incident of power outages, storage can boot immediately to alleviate strain and sustain power 
quality as a final key benefit in the wholesale power market. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Kreith, Frank, and Jan F. Kreider. Principles of Sustainable Energy. Boca Raton, FL: CRC, 2011. Print. 
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Collinson, A. wrote Electrical Energy Storage Technologies for Utility Network 
Optimization describing the modeling of energy storage and methods for system planning in 
markets.3 The cost methods used in the works provide valuable understanding in utilities’ 
method of estimating each storage technology based on the utilities’ energy portfolio. 
 
2.1.2 Types of Storage 
Storage technologies convert excess electrical energy from power plants into chemical, 
electromagnetic, thermal or mechanical forms of potential energy for later use. Chemical energy, 
like the lithium-ion battery, lead-acid battery, and zinc-bromine flow battery can accumulate 
electric energy in chemical reactions. Similarly, electromagnetic technologies store the electrons 
from electricity in magnetic fields and release the electrons when needed by use of a capacitor. 
Older concepts like thermal storage, have abilities to use temperatures from electric or solar 
energy for common industrial purposes like heating and air conditioning. However, mechanical 
potential systems have historically achieved the greatest success in energy storage for electrical 
utilities. Mechanical storage technologies remains today as the leading design with over 99% of 
saturation of the market4. The group primarily includes pumped hydro electric storage, 
compressed air energy storage, and flywheels. The success in the mechanical systems is in part 
due to their mature engineering understanding. Figure 2.2 shows the existing storage worldwide 
by technology type. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Collinson, Alan. "Electrical Energy Storage Technologies for Utility Network Optimization." IEA, n.d. Web. 
<http://www.iea-eces.org/files/annex9_final_report.pdf>. 
4 "DOE International Energy Storage Database." DOE International Energy Storage Database. Department of 
Energy 
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Figure 2.2 Energy Storage Saturation by Technology Type 
 
A single energy storage technology has not been able to conquer the entire market 
because each technology provides value in certain boundaries. At two fundamental levels how 
fast the energy storage system responds to the grid movements and how much charging capacity 
are judging criteria for market capability i.e. wholesale, transmission, or retail. Other criteria for 
project consideration include storage efficiency, costs, and energy density (meaning how much 
charging capability for the amount of space it takes up). Figure 2.3 shows ES technology type’s 
capabilities released by The Conversation. 
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Figure 2.3 Energy Storage Technology Discharge and Capacity Parameters5 
 
Energy Storage Database contains the largest and latest storage projects in wholesale, 
transmission and distribution, and retail markets. As of 2013, pumped hydro storage continues to 
remain the leading operational and planned storage type. Table 2.1 confirms planned projects 
and the economic need for more storage in worldwide energy infrastructure, primarily 
mechanical storage. 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 For more information see The Conversation and Energy Storage Association 
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Table 2.1 Storage Technology Rated Power by Project Phase6 
 
 
Richard Baxter wrote Energy Storage: A Nontechnical Guide in 2006 for a general 
summary of existing energy storage systems.7 The text includes estimated costs for the 
technologies, efficiency estimates, and drawbacks and prospects to each technology. The guide 
includes fundamental influences in storage technologies and why utilities use the technology for 
least cost utility planning. 
Least-Cost Electric Utility Planning by Harry G. Stoll presents tools for operating 
electric utility in finance, economics, demand management, reliability, and more.8 The book also 
supplies methods to evaluate energy storage in a portfolio. Instruction for commodity arbitrage 
and purchase-sale differential can generate savings and revenue for utilities when properly 
executed. Bulk storage is the subject for the analysis due to the largest financial impact.  
 
2.2 Pumped Hydro Electric Storage 
 
The Pumped Hydro Electric technology has been in existence for over a century, but only 
two hydro storage plant in the U.S were built since 1995 while most were constructed in 1970’s.9 
As of 2013, the U.S. has a production of 22 GW of pumped storage capacity amounting to 2% of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 "DOE International Energy Storage Database." DOE International Energy Storage Database. Department of 
Energy 
7 Baxter, Richard. Energy Storage: A Nontechnical Guide. Tulsa, OK: PennWell, 2006. Print. 
 
8 Stoll, Harry G. Least-cost Electric Utility Planning. New York: Wiley, 1989. Print 
9 EIA, U.S. Energy Information  Administration 
ES	  Technology	  Type Announced	  (kW) Contracted	  	  (kW) Construction	  (kW) Under	  Repair	  (kW) Operational	  (kW) Total	  Rated	  Power	  (kW) Total	  #	  of	  Units
Flywheel1 10	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   20,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   20,300	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   40,310	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   5
PHES2 2,064,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   1,300,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   19,924,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2,254,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   94,661,380	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   120,203,380	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   178
CAES3 309,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   80	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   403,850	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   712,930	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   7
Battery4 73,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   13,117	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   53,578	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   24,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   312,697	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   476,392	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   165
Capacitor5 -­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   450	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2,450	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2
Thermal6 -­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   6,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   280,000	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   169,743	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   445,743	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   50
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the country’s total capacity.10 In the late 20th century, pumped storage became grossly expensive 
owed to limited site locations and costs from grand earth moving construction. Today, new 
renewable energy incentives increase the pumped storage discussion and plans for new pumped 
storage plants in the U.S. are scheduled for construction. Urgency from the United States 
presidency and supporting Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) push renewable energy 
production that contain less toxic byproducts and support domestic energy production.         
Figure 2.4 shows Federal Energy Regulatory (FERC) licensed projects of PHES that are planned 
or being constructed. 
 
 
  
Figure 2.4 Licensed Pumped Storage Projects provided by the Federal Energy Regulatory       
     Commission11 
 
 
One of the most recognized energy storage facilities lies in Raccoon Mountain at the 
pumped hydroelectric storage plant as seen in Figure 2.5.  The 1,652 MW capacity plant can 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 SNL, Financial: Business Intelligence Services 
11 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 2013 
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discharge 22 hours or generate 30,000 MWh of electricity from a full cycle. Located just outside 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, Raccoon Mountain performs economic and operational benefits to 
supplying peaking power to the nearby city.  An excepted round trip efficiency of up to 80% for 
most modern PHES plants, allowing Raccoon Mountain to competitively displace less costly 
generated energy during the peak periods.12 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Raccoon Mountain Pumped Hydro Electric Storage 
 
 Haisheng Chen, H Et Al wrote an issue in Progress in Electrical Energy Storage System: 
A Critical Review in 2009 which evaluates the available energy storage technologies both small 
and bulk sizes.13 The paper covers a technical assessment of each technology concluding that 
PHES will remain a dominant energy storage system foreign and abroad. CAES will have rapid 
development in countries like the U.S where geographical sites are promising. The development 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Ramteen Sioshansi, Paul Denholm, Thomas Jenkin, Jurgen Weiss, Estimating the value of electricity storage in 
PJM: Arbitrage and some welfare effects, Energy Economics, Volume 31, Issue 2, March 2009, Pages 269-277, 
ISSN 0140-9883, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eneco.2008.10.005. 
13 Haisheng Chen, Thang Ngoc Cong, Wei Yang, Chunqing Tan, Yongliang Li, Yulong Ding, Progress in electrical 
energy storage system: A critical review, Progress in Natural Science, Volume 19, Issue 3, 10 March 2009  
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in chemical batteries needs further research to become economically competitive and remains to 
have many environment drawbacks. 
EPRI conducted a study called Pumped-Storage Planning and Evaluation Guide in 1990 
where economic analysis, dynamic benefits, site evaluation and cost estimating were 
considered.14 The technical report illustrates methods of cost estimating a PHES project and their 
profitability. 
Deane, J.P. Et Al wrote a paper Techno-Economic Review of Existing and New Pumped 
Hydro Energy Storage Plant reviews European, American and Japanese pumped storage drivers 
and cost impacts. The paper states strong trends in storage in Japan with $9 billion dollars 
invested, however, the available resource for PHES is dropping worldwide. 
 
2.3 Compressed Air Energy Storage 
CAES technology arrived in 1949 from a patent by Stal Laval which architected the design 
for storing compressed air in underground caverns. In the CAES concept, the air is compressed, 
stored, and then released through conventional gas turbines. In contrast to conventional gas 
turbines, the compressed air is stored and not directly passed into the combustion chamber. 
CAES was designed to decouple the compression and expansion processes. The schematics are 
below CAES and traditional gas turbine in Figure 2.6. 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 Pumped-Storage Planning and Evaluation Guide. Tech. no. GS-6669. N.p.: n.p., 1989. Print. 
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Figure 2.6 Generation 1 CAES Schematic15  
 
Since its inception, the technology has been slow to attract the attention of utilities. 
Currently, only two CAES plants exist in the world. The pioneer in Huntorf, Germany was built 
in 1978 and has operated a 290 MW capacity for over 30 years. The Nordwestdeutche 
Krafiwerke owned and operated plant drives a 60MW compressor to a maximum stored pressure 
of 10 MPa. The air is stored in two solution mined salt caverns deep underground. Huntorf can 
generate 290MW for 2 hours at full load. The plant has also reported high operation ability with 
90% availability and 99% starting ability.16 
The second commercial CAES system was built in McIntosh, Alabama, by Alabama 
Energy Cooperative in 1991. The generating capacity of 110MW can be generated for 26 hours. 
McIntosh stores air in solution mined salt dome 450m below the surface at up to 7.5 MPa. Often 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 Apex CAES, 2012 
16 F. Crotogino, K-U. Mohmeyer, and R. Scharf. Huntorf CAES: More than 20 years of successful operation. In 
SMRI Spring Meeting 2001, 2001. 
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called CAES II, McIntosh advanced the CAES design by integrating recuperators to use heat 
from exhaust. McIntosh claims to have a 25% reduction of fuel needed for expansion.17 
No commercial CAES plants were constructed for two decades following McIntosh. The 
absence of new constructed projects didn’t thwart new concepts to evolve when adiabatic CAES 
processes drew industry attention. The adiabatic process requires complete insulation during air 
compression and projects higher storage efficiencies with reusable heat, via thermal storage also 
known as Advance Adiabatic CAES.   
Chui, L Et Al with Mechanical Energy Storage Systems: Compressed Air and 
Underground Pumped Hydro in 1978 looks at financial benefits to hydro pumped storage and 
compressed air energy storage stored underground. The use of aquifers and salt domes are 
considered as reservoirs for a hydro pumped storage as an alternative where compressed air 
would generally be used.18  
Brix, Wievbke Et Al in Efficiency of Compressed Air Energy Storage summarizes 
efficiencies of McIntosh’s CAES, Huntorf’s CAES, and Alstom’s advance adiabatic CAES 
concepts.19 The paper suggests previous reporting of storage efficiencies in the current CAES 
plants error too high. According to Brix Et Al, the CAES plants range 25-45% storage efficiency, 
not exceeding 50% as previously reported.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
17 Ter-Gazarian, A. Energy Storage for Power Systems. Stevenage, Harts., U.K.: P. Peregrinus on Behalf of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1994. Print 
 
18 Chui, L Et Al. 1978. Mechanical Energy Storage Systems: Compressed Air and Underground Pumped Hydro. 
AIAA. Huntsville Alabama. 
 
19	  Wiebke	  Brix	  and	  Nciklas	  Szameitat.	  CAES-­‐	  muligheder	  I	  danmark.	  Midtvejsprojekt,	  Danmarks	  Tekniske	  
Universiet,	  Institut	  for	  Mekanik,	  Energi	  og	  Konstroktion,	  2003	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Crotogino, Fritz Et Al gives an overview of the operations in Huntorf CAES: More than 
20 years of Successful Operation. Crotogino Et Al discuss problems occurring at the plant and 
ensuing solutions for the challenges.20 The paper states that in the first commercial CAES plant 
in operations, the failures were always repairable. 
 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
20	  F.	  Crotogino,	  K-­‐U.	  Mohmeyer,	  and	  R.	  Scharf.	  Huntorf	  CAES:	  More	  than	  20	  years	  of	  successful	  operation.	  In	  SMRI	  
Spring	  Meeting	  2001,	  2001	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CHAPTER III 
PUMPED HYDRO ELECTRIC STORAGE 
 
 
3.1 PHES Pump and Generation 
Pumping and generation can be generalized by simple Newtonian equations to determine the 
pumping needs and generating potentials. The fluid, water, contains properties that allow non-
toxic, malleable storage atop elevated reservoirs for potential gravitational energy. The equation 
below calculates power requirements and generated power from gravitational force. 
 
Pp = Q • H • ρ • g / ηp 
Pg = Q • H • ρ • g • ηt      
 
Pg =generated power (Watts)  
Pp =pumping power (Watts)  
Q = fluid flow (m3/s)  
ρ = fluid density (kg/m3)  
H= hydraulic head height [m]  
g = Gravitational Acceleration (9.81 m/s2)  
ηt  = turbine efficiency 
ηp  = pump efficiency 
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A brief example of maximum generation from gravitational forces is elevating an 
Olympic swimming (88,000 ft3) pool 100 ft high. The result in complete electric energy transfer 
delivers roughly 66 kWh in a single day. This is equivalent to the energy needs of two average 
residential homes each day, 31 kWh.21 The Raccoon Mountain’s 528 acre lake reservoir elevated 
990 ft generates electricity for over 51,000 homes for 22 straight hours.   
Prior to 2013 hydro modernization projects, TVA operated four Siemens-Allis pump-
turbines to a capacity of 1530 megawatts. The reversible pump/turbines were improvements to 
the original Allis-Chalmers Company turbines. The Siemens turbines installed increased the 
capacity of the plant. In the pumping phase, the allotted time for standstill to maximum pumping 
load (or best efficiency point) is 7.5 minutes. From pumping to generating, the equipment 
requires a minimum of 5.5 minutes to full generation. If at a standstill, 2.5 minutes time will 
reach maximum generation levels. The operating times allows bulk energy displacement but 
does not work for transmission and frequency control. 
The pumping and generation efficiencies are loosely reported to be in excess range of 
85%. Losses occur in mechanical conversion to electricity and vice-versa through the Francis 
pump-turbine. Table 3.1 outlines the estimated ranges for the TVA Raccoon Mountain pump and 
turbine.  
 
Table 3.1 PHES Pump, Turbine, and Round-Trip Efficiencies 
PHES	  
Efficiency	  of	  Charging	   >85% 
Efficiency	  of	  Discharging	   >85% 
Roundtrip	  Efficiency	   80%	  
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
21 EIA, U.S. Energy Information Administration,  2011 
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3.2 PHES Storage  
 Pumped Storage is achieved with elevation differences in water reservoirs.  A significant 
land mass of 2.16 km2 is required for Raccoon Mountain’s upper reservoir. The lower reservoir 
is the Tennessee River where water continuous flows through the waterway network of 
Tennessee. This is known as an open system pumped storage where in contrast a closed system 
has two independent reservoirs for operating charge and discharge volumes of water. Figure 3.1 
illustrates a closed system from the Turlough Hill project. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Turlough Hill, Ireland Closed System Pumped Storage22  
 
 The availability for pumped storage, in today’s technology limitations, is site with 
availability of water between elevations up to a few thousand meters. PHES bulk projects, in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22 For more information see Ireland’s Electric Supply Board (ESB) 
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particular, have tremendous hurdles with environmental guidelines and rare featured location 
requirements. The promise in pump storage lies in building smaller plants with man-made dams 
to overcome the geographic issues as the idea is loosely seen in Figure 3.2. This can only be 
possible if the utilities are willing to pay large capital costs for medium to small sized storage.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Taum Sauk Pump Storage Plant by Ameren23 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 Taum Sauk PHES, Ameren 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
THERMAL ANALYSIS OF COMPRESSED AIR ENERGY STORAGE 
 
 
 4.1 Compression 
The compressed air energy storage involves the excess available energy in compressing 
the ambient air to a high pressure. The first step begins with compressing ambient air through a 
series of compressors. During compression, heat is generated and increases the air temperature. 
The heated air creates challenges to compressors when needed for energy storage. Common 
compressors do not capture the heat, and therefore, the energy is wasted upon exit. In order to 
have recoverable energy from compression there are designs in approaching a reversible 
compression/expansion process. Heat is recovered in heat exchangers typically called inter-
coolers after adiabatic compression. This compression process advances to near perfect 
conversion of electrical energy to mechanical energy; subsequent cooling in intercoolers 
increases capital costs. 
 
4.1.1 Diabatic 
 A diabatic compression process removes heat before compression to increase the pressure 
ratios of the compressor thereby reducing power consumption needs. Intercoolers, staged 
between compressors in series, are heat exchangers that remove the waste heat in gas 
compressors. The mechanical component improves volumetric efficiency by increasing the air 
density.  
21 
 
 First and second generation CAES utilize diabatic compression to minimize compressor 
work. Huntorf’s two compressors consume 60 MW to compress air at a rate of 108 kg/s for up to 
12 hours. Literature suggests a compression efficiency of 73% for the Huntorf plant and 72% for 
the McIntosh plant.24  
 
4.1.2 Advanced Adiabatic 
In Advanced Adiabatic CAES recovered energy during the compression cycle is returned 
during the expansion cycle. Adiabatic compression consists of highly insulated compressors that 
retain the internal heat of the gasses. Upon leaving the compressors, the gas passes through heat 
exchanger, or intercoolers, for thermal energy capture.  This serves two purposes: capture 
thermal energy and reduce inlet temperature of the next compressor in series, eventually the 
required power to compress the air.  
Several companies, such as Alstom, are exploring adiabatic compression as a feasible 
alternative. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic similar to Alstom, but is a proposed blueprint of 
Advanced Adiabatic CAES (AA CAES) design. In difference to the original design the proposed 
AA CAES operates at lower inputs and outputs at the compressor turbine, also the intercoolers 
are added to enhance overall roundtrip efficiency. In both designs, the oil is pumped into a hot 
oil tank after compression to be stored.  The proposed design estimates hot oil to reach 708 ⁰F 
for reheating air during the expansion process. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
24 F. Crotogino, K-U. Mohmeyer, and R. Scharf. Huntorf CAES: More than 20 years of successful operation. In 
SMRI Spring Meeting 2001, 2001 
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Figure 4.1 Proposed Advanced Adiabatic CAES Design 
 
The following assumptions are made to perform the thermodynamic analysis of the AA 
CAES system: 
 
1. The system is operating at steady-state conditions 
 
2. The isentropic efficiencies of compressors and turbines are 81 and 90 percent, 
respectively 
 
3. The excess electrical power is drawn for 8 hours to compress the air and the peak power 
of 100 MW is produced for 4 hours  
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4. The compressed air is stored in the cavern for about 12 hours prior to producing power 
through expansion in turbines 
 
5. The pressure drops of the fluids passing through the inter-coolers and re-heaters are 
negligible 
 
From the Figure 4.1, 
 
The relative pressure at the exit of the compressor Pr2 is obtained from 
                                                              
1
2
1
2
P
P
P
P
r
r =                                      (4.1) 
At T1 = 800F  or  540 R, we find Pr1 = 1.386 and h1 = 129.06 Btu/lbm, P1 =14.7 psia, P2 = 184 
psia gives 
                                                               Pr2s = 17.349  
The corresponding h2s value after interpolation from the thermodynamic tables, one can find that, 
                                                               h2s =  265.604 Btu/lbm 
The actual enthalpy h2 is obtained from the following relation, 
                                                         
1
12
12
c
s hhhh
η
−
+=              (4.2) 
After substituting the known values, 
                                             
81.0
06.129604.26506.1292
−
+=h   =  297.633 Btu/lbm 
The specific compressor power, wc1 = h2 – h1 = 297.633 -  129.06  =  168.573 Btu/lbm 
 
After the heat transfer to the mineral oil in the inter-cooler # 1, the air exit at 2300F at T3 = 2300F  
or  690 R, we find Pr3 = 3.2785 and h3 = 165.145 Btu/lbm, P3 =184 psia, and     P4 = 1250 psia 
gives 
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                                                               Pr4s = 22.272  
The corresponding h2s value after interpolation from the thermodynamic tables, one can find that 
                                                               h4s =  285.062 Btu/lbm 
The actual enthalpy h2 is obtained from the following relation, 
                                                         
2
34
34
c
s hhhh
η
−
+=       
After substituting the known values, 
                                             
81.0
145.165062.285145.1654
−
+=h   =  313.191 Btu/lbm 
The specific compressor power, wc2 = h4 – h3 = 313.191 -  165.145  =  148.046 Btu/lbm 
 
The total specific power of the two compressors, wc  =  wc1 + wc2  
                                         
                                       wc   =  168.573 + 148.046   =   316.619 Btu/lbm  
 
The analysis for the compression shows the total specific power to be 316 Btu per pound 
mass of air. This theoretic value based on previous applied designs is an integral part of 
evaluating the efficiency and exergy defined later for comparison purposes. 
 
4.2 Air and Thermal Storage 
The storage of air is the so called mechanical battery of the system and is the key concept 
behind compressed air storage. The potential work is internally stored in air for future power 
production. Heat losses have always been an engineering tribulation and thermal storage 
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mitigates many of those problems. Air and thermal storage require considerable analysis before 
plant operation can begin for CAES. 
 
4.2.1 Underground Air Storage 
There are three identified categories of geologic formations that define potential 
opportunities: salt caverns, porous media reservoirs, and rock caverns. Salt caverns are employed 
by the current CAES (I and II) for storage. Dry-mined or wet-mined salt caverns are acceptable 
for solution treatment for subsequent air storage. Porous media reservoirs are also favorable 
storage which include aquifers and depleted gas fields. Compressed air in an aquifer displaces 
water in layer formations creating gas storage reservoirs. Gas or oil fields are among potential 
candidates, provided the competition for domestic natural gas storage allows for conversion. 
Finally, rock cavern formations contain benefits to storing gas, but have more limited sites than 
the other categories. Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 indicate the formation geology and plotted areas 
in the United States that have potential for underground storage. Figure 4.3 additionally has 
differentiated bedded and domal salt regions, but both can be used in underground storage. 
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Figure 4.2 Various Geological Formations for Underground Storage 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Available CAES Storage in the US 
 
 Underground storage need to meet several criteria before consideration in development. 
Size of caverns, geometric shape, and composition are among the few characteristics tested for 
sites. Each cavern has specific pressure thresholds and charge/discharge rates that limit CAES 
plants capacity. Composition of the geologic formation can cause problems like turbine rust from 
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water vapor or create toxic emissions from chemicals. Cavern bacteria or sulfur components 
when combusted form S02 creating unforeseen emissions. 
The Huntorf plant published a report describing challenges and ultimately solutions to 
using salt mined caverns. An apparent concern is rapid compression and decompression of mines 
which create hazards to geological structures. Operators used heat lasers to create 3-dimensional 
shape of caverns over the course of 20 years. The results indicated many movements to cavern, 
but no failures were observed. Cavern pressures are often required to operate between 
parameters. The Table 4.1 shows Huntorf CAES cavern pressure requirements. 
 
Table 4.1 Huntorf Cavern Pressure Operations 
Cavern	  Pressures	   Pressure	  (bar)	  
Minimum	  Permissible	   1	  
Minimum	  Operational	  (exceptional)	   20	  
Minimum	  Operational	  (regular)	   43	  
Maximum	  Permissible	  and	  Operational	   70	  
 
 
Another challenge arose with moisture in the production piping to the storage cavern. The 
production piping freely hangs down into the cavern where air flows in and out. Condensed 
water vapor created rust problems in the steel throughout the production piping. The Huntorf 
plant’s response was a fiberglass replacement that lasted 20 years.  
Underground storage is selected in the study for calculating heat loss supplied by the 
compressors in Figure 4.1. The properties estimated in the analysis during the 24 hour cycle of 
charge and discharge is integral in the analysis for energy storage comparison and thus needed to 
be meticulously defined. Based on the information obtained from the only existing and operating 
CAES system in the U.S at McIntosh, Alabama, the following storage space configuration is 
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assumed. The only difference is that the assumed cavern is not the salt solution cavern, where the 
air temperatures are limited to 1500 F.    
 
4.2.2 Underground Air Storage in Proposed AA CAES 
 The proposed AA CAES plant as seen in Figure 4.1 is evaluated for a period  of  24 - 
hour cycle process. Detailed state to state analysis is performed to estimate the heat loss from the 
walls of the storage enclosure. The heat lost will negatively impact the recoverable energy to 
generators. 
Beginning with the compressed air at 1250 psia, it is sent to the cavern for 8 hours at 2300 
F to be stored for 12 hours followed by discharge for 4 hours as seen in Figure 4.4. 
 
                    
500'
Z = 1750'
Soil Surface Temperature To
D	  =	  223'
Air	  Temperature	  within	  the	  
Cavern	  T1
Ground	  Surface
 
 
Figure 4.4 Geometrical Details of the Air Cavern Storage Space 
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   4.2.3 First Law of Thermodynamics Analysis of CAES 
 The energy balance equations for the cavern is written for three phases, first for the 
charging phase, second for the storing phase and finally for the discharging phase. The general 
expression of the first law of thermodynamics and energy balance for the storage cavern is 
expressed by, 
ttttttt
cv
tt
i
t
i umumQhmhm 112200 −++=
Δ+Δ+!      (4.3) 
Where, 
t
cvQ! = Node of heat transfer to the cavern at time t 
t
im!  = Node of mass transfer to the cavern at time t 
tm0  = Node of mass transfer from the cavern at time t 
ttm Δ+2  = Mass of the air in the cavern at time t+∆t 
tΔ  = Time interval of one hour 
ttu Δ+2  = Specific internal energy of the air in cavern at time t+∆t 
tu1  =Specific internal energy of the air in the cavern at time t 
th0  = Enthalpy of the air leaving the cavern during the charging phase at time t 
th1  = Enthalpy of the air entering the cavern during the charging phase at time t 
Equation 4.3 can be simplified for three phases as follow: 
First Law Equation during the charging of the air in cavern, 
ttttttt
cv
tt
i
t
i umumQhmhm 112200 −++=
Δ+Δ+!      (4.4) 
Consider the mass balance of the air cavern,  
12 mmmi −=          (4.5) 
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Recognizing that, 
TCu V=          (4.6) 
TCh p=          (4.7) 
Where VC  and pC are the specific heat at constant volume and pressure of air respectively, 
T = Absolute temperature of the air 
First Law Equation during the storing of the air in cavern, 
ttttttt
cv umumQ 11220 −+=
Δ+Δ+        (4.8) 
First Law Equation during the discharge of the air in cavern,  
ttttttt
cv
tt umumQhm 1122000 −++=
Δ+Δ+       (4.9) 
 
4.2.4 Heat Transfer Analysis of the Air Cavern 
Observing the Figure 4.5 in the next page, it seen that the supply and discharge lines from the air 
cavern are connected to the turbo-machinery components namely the compressors and turbines 
by a pipe of nearly 1500 feet long. The supply line carries compressed air at 1250 psia and 2300 
F surrounded by the soil at nearly 600 F. The heat loss from this line can be obtained from a 
model treating it as a vertical body buried in a semi-infinite body.   
The heat loss from such a body is given by 
                                                  q =  k S (T1 – T2)                                               (4.10) 
where, k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity 
            T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the outside of the vertical pipe and that of the 
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            surface of the ground assumed to be close to 600 F.  
            S is the conduction shape factor and is given by 
                                                     
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎝
⎛
Π
=
D
Lnl
LS
4
2                                                (4.11) 
Cavern
Air	  to	  turbines	  at	  60	  F,	  
423.64	  lb/s	  for	  4	  hours
Air	  from	  compressors	  at	  230	  F,	  
211.82.64	  lb/s	  for	  8	  hours
Qcv	  heat	  loss	  to	  ground
Wout	  =	  100	  MW	  for	  4	  hoursWin	  =	  70.74	  MW	  for	  8	  hours
Ground	  level
Soil	  at	  60	  F
1500	  ft
 
Figure 4.5 Schematic of Air Cavern with Supply and Discharge Lines 
 
The heat loss from such a body is given by 
                                                  q =  k S (T1 – T2)                                               (4.10) 
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where, k is the coefficient of thermal conductivity 
            T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the outside of the vertical pipe and that of the 
The heat transfer coefficient between the air at 2300 F and the inner walls of the supply line is 
obtained from  
                                           hi = 0.023 (k/Di) (Re)0.8 (Pr)0.3                                 (4.12) 
   where, Re = Reynold’s number and Pr is the Prandtl number and are given by 
                                     Re  =  (V Di / υ)                                                         (4.13) 
where, V = is the average velocity  
             Di = inner diameter of the pipe or supply line 
             υ = kinematic viscosity of air 
                                     Pr  =  𝜇𝐶𝑝/𝑘                                                             (4.14) 
    where, 𝜇 = 𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐  𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 
               Cp = specific heat of air at constant pressure 
               k =  coefficient of thermal conductivity 
the thermal resistance (Rci) offered by the convection inside the supply line can be obtained from   
                                            Rci  =  { 1 / (hi Ai) }                                            (4.15) 
After taking the convection inside the supply line the heat loss from the vertical supply line can 
be obtained as  
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{ })/1( kSR
TT
q
ci
gi
+
−
=                                            (4.16) 
Assuming that the air supplied through four pipes of 4 feet diameter steel or fiberglass pipes 
entering at a temperature of 2300 F, it is estimated that the heat loss through each pipe will be 32 
kW for a total heat loss from supply lines to be about 128 kW or 0.128 MW. A loss of 32 kW in 
each pipe would keep the incoming air essentially at 2300 F. The supply air being at 2300F would 
develop a temperature stratification within the air cavern, where the high temperature air would 
practically stay at the top portion of the cavern, and most of the rest of air present in the cavern 
prior to the entry of the supply air will remain in the entire cavern, except for the portion at the 
top occupied by the supply air. The heat loss from the air in cavern is largely due to heat loss 
from the top horizontal surface and can be obtained from the thermal model of a semi-infinite 
body with convection boundary condition at the surface, whose temperature distribution can be 
obtained from the following equation 
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where, T∞ = temperature of the surrounding fluid that of air at the top of the air cavern    
          Ti = initial temperature of the soil surrounding the air cavern assumed to be 600 F 
          h = coefficient of heat transfer between the air and the top surface of the air cavern 
          α = thermal diffusivity of the soil 
          k = coefficient of thermal conductivity of the soil 
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          t  =  time measure in hours after the air is supplied into the air cavern 
Since the hot air stratified at the top portion of the air cavern has free (natural) convection heat 
transfer with the top surface of the air cavern. The heat transfer coefficient h between the hot air 
on top and top surface can be obtained from  
                                                h  =  0.27 (k /Lc) (Ra)0.25                               (4.18)   
where, 
Ra = Raleigh’s number = {g β (Ts - T∞) Lc3 / (υ α)}                                (4.19) 
where, g = acceleration due to gravity, 32.17 ft/s2             
            β = volumetric coefficient expansion, ≈ 1/T 
           Ts  = Temperature of the wall 
           T∞ = Temperature of surrounding fluid 
           υ = Kinetic viscosity of air 
           α = Thermal diffusivity of the air 
           Lc = characteristic dimension ≈ As/P 
           As = Top surface area 
P =  Perimeter of the top surface 
After substituting the known values into the Equation 4.18 and into Equation 4.19, the heat 
transfer coefficient is estimated to be 0.172 BTU/hr.ft2 R. Based on the h value with other 
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pertinent values for the other variables substituted into the Equation 4.17, the heat flux rates to 
the wall for various values of h are shown in Table 4.2. 
 
Table 4.2 Variation of Heat Flux from the Wall for Various Values of Convection Coefficient 
	  
Heat	  Loss	  q",	  at	  Given	  Heat	  Transfer	  Coefficient,	  h	  
Hour	   h=0.15	   h=0.16	   h=0.172	   h=0.25	  
1	   24.00	   25.55	   27.40	   39.21	  
2	   23.70	   25.21	   27.01	   38.41	  
3	   23.48	   24.96	   26.72	   37.81	  
4	   23.30	   24.75	   26.48	   37.32	  
5	   23.13	   24.56	   26.26	   36.90	  
6	   22.98	   23.40	   26.08	   36.53	  
7	   22.85	   24.25	   25.90	   36.18	  
8	   22.73	   24.11	   25.75	   35.87	  
9	   22.73	   23.98	   25.60	   35.57	  
10	   22.51	   23.86	   25.46	   35.31	  
11	   22.40	   23.75	   25.33	   35.05	  
12	   22.31	   23.64	   25.21	   34.81	  
13	   22.22	   23.53	   25.09	   34.58	  
14	   22.13	   23.44	   25.09	   34.37	  
15	   22.05	   23.34	   24.87	   34.16	  
16	   21.97	   23.25	   24.77	   33.96	  
17	   21.89	   23.16	   24.67	   33.77	  
18	   21.81	   23.08	   24.57	   33.58	  
19	   21.74	   23.00	   24.48	   33.41	  
20	   21.67	   22.92	   24.39	   33.24	  
21	   21.60	   22.84	   24.30	   33.07	  
22	   21.54	   22.77	   24.22	   32.91	  
23	   21.48	   22.70	   24.14	   32.75	  
24	   21.41	   22.62	   24.06	   32.60	  
Total	   537.63	   568.67	   607.85	   841.37	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Figure 4.6 Variation of Heat Loss from the Cavern Wall at Various h Values 
 
It should be noted that the total heat loss from the cavern wall is obtained from the 
product of area of the top surface and the total heat flux for a period of 24-hour cycle. This is 
estimated to be approximately Qcv=72 MWh for a 24 hour cycle at h values close to 0.16 
Btu/hr.ft2 R. The estimated value for Qcv obtained from heat transfer analysis matches well from 
thermodynamic analysis of cavern (Figure 4.6) as follows. 
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Based on the estimated values of the heat flux through the top surface of the wall, the 
temperature and pressure of the air inside the cavern is estimated from the combination of first 
law and the ideal gas equation. The results of this analysis for the 24-hour cycle are shown in the 
Table 4.3.  
The overall energy balance of the whole CAES plant for a period of 24-hour cycle as 
shown in Figure 4.7 can be checked as follows: 
Ein,comp     =     Ein, air  -  Eout, air    +     Elost,ts  + Elost,wall  + Eout,tur          
565.92     =   60.22+19.59 + 73.65+400  MW ,  
565.92   =   553.46   results in an error of 2.22 % 
 
 
Air	  Cavern
Energy	  Supplied	  to	  the	  
compressors,	  Wc	  =	  70.74	  x	  8	  hrs	  
=	  565.92	  MWh Energy	  Obtained	  from	  the	  
Turbines,	  Wt	  =	  100	  *	  4	  =400	  MWh
Energy	  Exhausted	  to	  the	  
atmosphere,	  Qexh	  =	  60.22	  MWh
Energy	  Lost	  from	  Thermal	  Storage	  
Tanks,	  Qts	  =	  19.59	  MWh
Heat	  loss	  from	  walls,
	  Qw	  =	  72.65	  Mwh
       
 Figure 4.7  Overall Energy Balance of the CAES System 
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Table 4.3 Estimated Values of Pressure, Temperature, Mass and Heat Loss in the  CAES Storage 
                Cavern over a Period of 24 Hours      
 
          
Time	   Operation	   mass	   Volume	   Temp	   Pressure	  
(hrs)	   	  	   (10-­‐E6)lbs	  
ft3(10-­‐
E6)	   (deg	  F)	   	  (psia)	  
0	   	  	   101.76	   19.6	   60	   1000	  
1	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ^	   102.52	   19.6	   63.33	   1013.95	  
2	   	  	   103.29	   19.6	   66.56	   1027.8	  
3	   C	   104.05	   19.6	   69.69	   1041.55	  
4	   H	   104.81	   19.6	   72.73	   1055.19	  
5	   A	   105.58	   19.6	   75.67	   1068.73	  
6	   R	   106.34	   19.6	   78.51	   1082.17	  
7	   G	   107.1	   19.6	   81.27	   1095.52	  
8	   E	   107.86	   19.6	   83.94	   1108.76	  
9	   v	   108.62	   19.6	   86.53	   1121.91	  
10	   ^	   108.62	   19.6	   85.93	   1120.68	  
11	   	  	   108.62	   19.6	   85.34	   1119.474	  
12	   S	   108.62	   19.6	   84.77	   1118.3	  
13	   T	   108.62	   19.6	   84.21	   1117.15	  
14	   O	   108.62	   19.6	   83.66	   1116.02	  
15	   R	   108.62	   19.6	   83.12	   1114.92	  
16	   E	   108.62	   19.6	   82.6	   1113.85	  
17	   	  	   108.62	   19.6	   82.09	   1112.8	  
18	   	  	   108.62	   19.6	   81.59	   1111.77	  
19	   	  	   108.62	   19.6	   81.1	   1110.76	  
20	   v	   108.62	   19.6	   80.63	   1109.78	  
21	   ^	   107.09	   19.6	   77.02	   1086.8	  
22	   Dis-­‐	   105.55	   19.6	   73.47	   1064.13	  
23	   Charge	   104.02	   19.6	   69.98	   1041.78	  
24	   v	   102.48	   19.6	   66.53	   1019.72	  
25	   	  	   100.94	   19.6	   63.14	   997.97	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   4.2.5 Above Ground Storage 
Above ground storage, a recently tested alternative to underground storage is commonly 
composed of steel chambers. The market for above ground storage exists in areas where caverns 
are not available. Since the cost of materials exceeds natural occurring air storage caverns, 
capacities are fractions in comparison to underground storage CAES plants.    
As of January 2013, New York Power Authority (NYPA) with association of the EPRI, is 
in the beginning phase of constructing a 9 MW CAES demonstration plant employing above 
ground storage. The Queens based plant plan to store gas at 1600 psia levels and discharge at 800 
psia. NYPA announced the expense of storage materials among others bring the estimate project 
cost to $1,400/MW not including the combustion turbine. 
In designs, the options of recycling the compressed are viable by using chambers to store 
air at atmospheric pressure. This system is called a closed-air-system and it differs from an open-
air-system which captures air from the atmosphere and then releases the air back into the 
atmosphere. Benefits from a closed system are control of otherwise variable properties. The 
compressed air energy storage preferably uses open air systems to closed air systems due to 
energy density. Resources and space are consumed for recovery of expanded gas when ambient 
air is readily available anywhere.  
 
4.2.6 Thermal Energy Storage 
 Thermal Energy Storage (TES) is the practical solution for storing heat in a medium for 
later use. The properties of the solutions used in TES have high thermal conductivity, K	  (W/m	  K), 
and thermal diffusivity, α (𝑚!/s.) A material that posses these characteristics absorb heat at high 
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rates, retain heat energy in chemical structures well, and release heat at high rates for rapid heat 
exchange.  
 Additional energy capture can be acquired in phase-change materials. For example, ice 
that is heated 1⁰F from 32⁰F to water at 33⁰F requires 72.72 calories (unit of heat) as opposed to 
using 1 calorie to heat water from 33⁰F to 34⁰F.	  This is state of occurrence is known as heat of 
fusion when additional calories are required to change the solid ice to liquid water. Similar 
principles occur at phase changes from gas to liquid, called heat of vaporization.  
 Research and development in Advanced Adiabatic CAES seek materials to maximize 
energy transfer in materials. Molten salts, like table salt (Sodium Chloride) are inexpensive 
compounds that operate well in heating systems. Salts have the ability to phase change from a 
solid to liquid during heating. It can be seen in Table 4.4 that salts have higher conductivity as 
well as a phase change occurring at temperatures that compression/expansion pass through. 
Additionally, Dowtherm A from the Dow Chemical Company manufactures a phase change 
material in the solid to liquid to vapor state. This material can capture all three states in a process 
of heat exchange which would increase the amount of absorbable heat.   
 
Table 4.4 Melting Point and Thermal Conductivity of Materials 
	   Sodium	  Chloride	   Dowtherm	  A	   Water	  
Melting	  Point	  (⁰C)	   131	   12	   0	  
Vapor	  Point	  (⁰C)	   1,413	   257	   100	  
Thermal	  Conductivity	  (W/m	  K)	  
@	  20⁰C	   6.5	   1.56	   0.026	  
 
  
The advanced adiabatic systems store heat solutions in insulated tanks i.e. oil and molten 
salts. These tanks usually have auxiliary heaters to keep temperatures from falling if stored heat 
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is lost from extended periods of non-use. The Figure 4.8 is an image of Bright Source thermal 
storage tanks for use in solar thermal storage, which would look similar to TES tanks for CAES.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 Bright Source Thermal Energy Storage Tanks25 
 
4.3 Generation 
 Energy is generated by capturing the kinetic energy of expanding gases. Thermodynamic 
principles require temperatures of gases to rapidly drop during expansion. The violent 
temperature drops causes equipment problems in early experimentation. Solutions were to heat 
the air through the expansion phases, reducing the cryogenic freezing tribulations. Today, 
generation in current CAES plants and designs heat stored air and pass the air through a 
continuous expansion turbine.  
Unlike the piston driven pneumatic motors, CAES use continuous expansion using high, 
medium, and low expansion stages to increase efficiency. Additional efficiency boosting 
methods in CAES include waste heated recovery through combustion exhaust or through 
compression heat.    
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
25 For more information see Bright Source 
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4.3.1 Combustion and Recuperation 
Air stored underground like in Huntorf and McIntosh has heat transfer in the storage 
cavern. Heat wasted in compression and storage is needed to be replaced for full conversion of 
stored power. Heat differential is met with combusting natural gas in combustion turbines (CT). 
The first generation CAES are the only fossil fuel energy storage systems. The process is nearly 
identical to peaking CTs, but since compression is not needed, more power is delivered to the 
turbine.  
CAES II recovers heat from combustion to reuse in expansion. Like the first generation 
CAES, combustion is necessary for expansion, but heat exchangers from exhaust can 
dramatically reduced fuel requirements. The McIntosh’s recuperator design claims to reduce 
25% of gas. 
 
Figure 4.9 CAES II Gas Turbine and Recuperator  
 
The component efficiencies of conventional CAES are compiled from research in the 
industry. To display the efficiencies, proper isolation of the energy storage from the gas burning 
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production is performed.  In Table 4.5 and 4.6 provide the generation as well as charging and 
storage efficiencies. Huntorf has 29% roundtrip efficiency and McIntosh has 36% round trip 
efficiency detaching from the fuel burning added generation.   
 
Table 4.5 Efficiencies for CAES I Process (Huntorf) 
CAES	  I	  (Huntorf)	  
Efficiency	  of	  Charging	   73% 
Efficiency	  of	  Storage	   88% 
Efficiency	  of	  Discharging	   45% 
Roundtrip	  Efficiency	   29%	  
 
 
Table 4.6 Efficiencies for CAES II Process (McIntosh) 
CAES	  II	  (McIntosh)	  
Efficiency	  of	  Charging	   72% 
Efficiency	  of	  Storage	   89% 
Efficiency	  of	  Discharging	   51% 
Roundtrip	  Efficiency	   36%	  
 
 
4.3.2 Adiabatic Generation with Thermal Storage  
 
 After 12 hours of storage it assumed that the air drawn from the cavern at 1000 psia and 
temperature 600 F to the re-heater # 1, where it gets heated to a temperature of 6780F. At T7 = 
6780F  or  1138 R, we find Pr7 = 19.761 and h7 = 275.58 Btu/lbm,            P7 =1000 psia, P8 = 125 
psia gives 
                                                               Pr8s = 3.9522  
The corresponding h8s value after interpolation from the thermodynamic tables, one can 
find that 
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                                                               h8s =  164.62 Btu/lbm 
The actual enthalpy h8 is obtained from the following relation,                                              
                                                      )( 87178 st hhhh −−= η       
After substituting the known values, 
                              h8   =  275.58  -  0.9 (275.58  -   164.62)  =  164.62 Btu/lbm 
The specific turbine power, wt1 = h7 – h8 = 275.58 -  164.62  =  110.96 Btu/lbm 
After the heat transfer to the mineral oil in the Re-heater # 1, the air exit at 6780F 
at T9 = 6780F  or  1138 R, we find Pr9 = 19.71 and h9 = 275.58 Btu/lbm, P7 =125 psia,  
and P10 = 14.7 psia gives 
                                                               Pr10s = 2.35551 
The corresponding h10s value after interpolation from the thermodynamic tables, one can 
find that, 
                                                             h10s =  150.2133 Btu/lbm 
The actual enthalpy h10 is obtained from the following relation,                                                   
                                                      )( 1092910 st hhhh −−= η       
After substituting the known values, 
                              h10   =  275.58  -  0.9 (275.58  -   1502133)  =  162.75 Btu/lbm 
The specific turbine power, wt2 = h9 – h10 = 275.58 -  162.75  =  112.83 Btu/lbm 
The total specific power of the two turbines, wt  =  wt1 + wt2                                  
                                       Wt   =  110.96 + 112.83   =   223.79 Btu/lbm  
Thus, the round trip efficiency of the CAES system ηrt  is given by 
                                      70681.06185.316
79.223
===
c
t
rt w
w
η    or 70.7 % 
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The above efficiency can be improved further for the special location, where the wind 
energy of decent category above category 4 is available at the place where CAES is located. In 
this situation, the shaft power of the wind energy can be directly supplied to the specially 
designed compressors thus eliminating the inefficiencies incurred from use of electric generator 
and electric motor that are typically coupled to the wind turbine and air-compressors, 
respectively. 
Typically, the efficiencies of the generator and motor exceed 93 percent for capacities 
above 5 MW and thus the round trip efficiency would improve from 70.7 % to 
                                    81744.0
)93.0)(93.0(
707.0
==rtη  or 81.7 % 
In addition to the transmission and distribution loss of about 3 % would raise the round 
trip efficiency value further to, 
                                                   %27.84
)97.0(
7.81
==rtη  
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CHAPTER V 
 
EXERGY ANALYSIS OF CAES WITH ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM 
 
 
The exergy analysis typically consists of either determining the entropy generation or 
alternatively the estimation of the exergy destruction. The term exergy is defined as the 
theoretical maximum work or shaft power that can be obtained from a process in which a given 
system at its given condition of the state undergoing a process such that its state is reduced to 
that of the surroundings or environment. The system referred in this definition, usually implies 
the fluid passing through a thermodynamic device like turbine, compressor or heat exchanger. 
The exergy destruction amounts to zero if the process is reversible and if the device is a turbine 
then the maximum power is produced for a given change in state of the fluid or minimum power 
is required if the device is a compressor.  The difference in reversible power and the actual 
power produced by the turbine is quantified as the exergy destruction in the turbine. The exergy 
destruction is directly related to the entropy generation of the system. Actually, the exergy 
destruction is the product of the absolute temperature of the surroundings and the entropy 
generated. Generally, the entropy generation is estimated as the sum of the entropy change in the 
system and that of the surroundings.  In this section we will present the basic relations needed to 
estimate the changes in entropy of the ideal gas and other fluids from which the exergy 
destruction can be estimated. The change in entropy of an ideal gas system between states 1 and 
2 can be given as, 
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                                             ⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
1
2
1
2
12 lnln P
P
R
T
T
Css p                                   (5.1)         
The fluids flowing through the thermodynamic devices or undergoing through a process 
encounters changes in its properties, especially the entropy. A process is said to be reversible if 
the entropy generation in an isolated system consisting of the system and the surroundings is 
zero. In order to measure the entropy generated in a device, an alternate thermodynamic 
characteristic called exergy destruction  Xdestruction is described and is given by 
                                                              Xdestroyed  =  To (Sgenerated)                                 (5.2)  
For thermodynamic flow devices such as turbines, heat exchangers and compressors, with 
negligible changes in kinetic and potential energies , the flow exergy, ψ is defined as  
                                               ψ = specific flow exergy = (h – ho) – To(s – so)             (5.3)  
For a system operated over a finite interval of time, the exergy destroyed in the system is given 
as,             
                        ∑ ∑∑ −−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−+−=
out
k
k
o
in
destroyed XXQT
T
mmX )(1 12ψψ     (5.4) 
where, X2 – X1 = change in the exergy of the system and can be obtained from 
                                              X2 – X1    =   (h2 – h1)  –  To(s2 – s1)                                 (5.5)                          
For a system operating under steady-flow steady-state conditions, the exergy destroyed in the 
system is given as,               
                                  ∑ ∑ ∑ −⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−+−=
in out in
k
k
o
destroyed WQ
T
T
mmX
.....
1ψψ         (5.6) 
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where,  Qk = heat transfer to the control volume at a location where the temperature is Tk 
               To = absolute temperature of the surroundings  
               X1 = exergy of the systems at state 1   
              m  =  mass of the system  
             
.
m   = mass flow rate of the system  
             
.
W =  power produced by the system and is given by  
                                                              )( 21
..
hhmW −=                                               (5.7)   
The above Equations are employed in determining the exergy destroyed in each component of 
the CAES system with energy recovery referring back to Figure 4.1. 
In case of compressors, the actual power supplied to the compressor is given by 
                                                              )( 12
..
hhmW act −=                                           (5.8) 
The reversible power supplied to the compressor can be obtained from Equation (5.7) with zero 
value for Qk and the Xdestroyed and is given by 
                                                   { })()( 1212
..
ssThhmW orev −−−=                              (5.9) 
Alternatively the exergy destroyed in the compressor can be obtained from 
                                                    Xdest, compr  =  Wact  -  Wrev                                         (5.10) 
After substituting the Equations (4.1), (4.8) and (4.9) into Equation (4.10) gives, 
                                    
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=
1
2
1
2
.
,
.
lnln
P
P
R
T
T
CTmx pocomprdest                                  (5.11)  
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For instance, the exergy destroyed in the low pressure compressor (C-1) is given by substituting 
the known values in the equation (5.11)       
[ ]
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=
psia
psiaRlbBtu
R
RRlbBtuRhrsslbX compdest
7.14
184ln)./06855.0(
540
1226ln)./24575.0(
.
)540()/3600(.)/82.211(
.
1,
.
                                                           
[ ])./000,413,3/1(.)/330,638,11(/330,638,11
.
1,
.
MWhrBtuhrBtuhrBtuX compdest == =  3.41 MW 
Similarly, the exergy destroyed in the high pressure compressor (C-2) is given by substituting the 
known values in the equation (5.11)       
[ ]
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
psia
psiaRlbBtu
R
RRlbBtuRhrsslbX compdest
184
250,1ln)./06855.0(
690
1242ln)./248.0(
.
)540()/3600(.)/82.211(
.
2,
.
                                                           
[ ])./000,413,3/1(.)/520,942,5(/520,942,5
.
2,
.
MWhrBtuhrBtuhrBtuX compdest ==− = 1.741 MW 
With W = 0, and Qk = 0, and after substituting the Equation (5.1) into Equation (5.6) , the exergy 
destroyed in intercooler-1 (IC-1), (after recognizing that intercooler is a heat exchanger) is given 
by 
       
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
14
15
14
15
14
.
2
3
2
3
2
.
1,
.
lnlnlnln
P
P
R
T
T
CTm
P
P
R
T
T
CTmx popotICdest      (5.12) 
 
Recognizing that the pressure drop of fluids across the intercooler is negligible, then the above 
Equation reduces to, 
                                  
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
14
15
14
.
2
3
2
.
1,
.
lnln
T
T
Cm
T
T
CmTx ppotICdest                             (5.13) 
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After substituting the known values in the above equation, the exergy destroyed in the 
intercooler-1 is given by 
⎪⎭
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
R
RRlbBtuslb
R
RRlbBtuslbRx tICdest
640
1170ln)./51617.0()/584.102(
1226
690ln)./2481.0()/82.211()540(1,
.
 
)./413.3/6.3(.)/68.937(/68.9371,
.
MWsBtusBtusBtux tICdest ==−  =  0.989 MW 
Similarly, after substituting the known values in the Equation (5.13), the exergy destroyed in the 
intercooler-2 is given by 
⎪⎭
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
R
RRlbBtuslb
R
RRlbBtuslbRx tICdest
640
1170ln)./51617.0()/69.114(
1242
690ln)./2481.0()/82.211()540(21,
.
 
)./413.3/6.3(.)/612,2(/612,22,
.
MWsBtusBtusBtux tICdest ==−  =  2.755 MW 
With W = 0, and Qk = 0, and after substituting the Equation (5.1) into Equation (5.6) , the exergy 
destroyed in reheater-1 (RH-1), (after recognizing that reheater is a heat exchanger) is given by, 
       
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
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=−
20
21
20
21
20
.
6
7
6
7
6
.
1,
.
lnlnlnln
P
P
R
T
T
CTm
P
P
R
T
T
CTmx popoRHdest     (5.14) 
Recognizing that the pressure drop of fluids across the re-heater is negligible, then the above 
Equation reduces to, 
                                  
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
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=−
20
21
20
.
6
7
6
.
1,
.
lnln
T
T
Cm
T
T
CmTx ppoRHdest                            (5.15) 
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After substituting the known values in the above equation, the exergy destroyed in the Re-heater-
1 is given by 
⎪⎭
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
R
RRlbBtuslb
R
RRlbBtuslbRx RHdest
1168
555ln)./4997.0()/3.209(
520
1138ln)./24438.0()/64.423()540(1,
.
 
)./413.3/6.3(.)/11.762,1(/11.762,11,
.
MWsBtusBtusBtux RHdest ==−  =  1.859 MW 
Similarly, after substituting the known values in the Equation (5.15), the exergy destroyed in the 
Reheater-2 is given by 
⎪⎭
⎪
⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪
⎨
⎧
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
+
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=−
R
RRlbBtuslb
R
RRlbBtuslbRx RHdest
1168
8.787ln)./5427.0()/136.225(
83.687
1138ln)./2465.0()/64.423()540(2,
.
 
)./413.3/6.3(.)/09.443,2(/09.443,22,
.
MWsBtusBtusBtux RHdest ==−  =  2.577 MW 
The exergy destroyed in the turbine is obtained from 
                                                    Xdest, turb  =  Wrev  -  Wact                                           (5.16) 
After substituting the Equations (5.1), (5.8) and (5.9) into Equation (5.12) with appropriate 
changes in the state numbers gives, 
                              
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=
7
8
7
8
.
1,
.
lnln
P
P
R
T
T
CTmx poturbdest                                     (5.17) 
[ ]
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=
psia
psiaRlbBtu
R
RRlbBtuRhrsslbX turdest
000,1
125ln)./06855.0(
1138
83.687ln)./2465.0(
.
)540()/3600(.)/64.423(
.
1,
.
)./000,413,3/1(.)/446,183,15(/446,183,15
.
1,
.
MWhrBtuhrBtuhrBtuX turdest == =  4.449 MW 
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Similarly, the exergy destroyed in turbine-2 is obtained from substituting the known values in the 
Equation (5.17) with appropriate changes in the state numbers gives, 
[ ]
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
−⎟⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎝
⎛
=
psia
psiaRlbBtu
R
RRlbBtuRhrsslbX turdest
125
7.14ln)./06855.0(
1138
15.679ln)./2465.0(
.
)540()/3600(.)/64.423(
.
2,
.
)./000,413,3/1(.)/460,050,16(/460,050,16
.
2,
.
MWhrBtuhrBtuhrBtuX turdest == =  4.703 MW 
Exergy destroyed in the Cavern storage space is obtained from the following equation: 
                                    ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −=
5
655
..
1)(
T
T
hhmX ocavern                                           (5.18) 
The first term in the square parenthesis on the right side of the above equation represents 
the heat loss in the storage, while the second term in the square parenthesis represents the 
reversible Carnot’s efficiency. 
After substituting the known values in the above equation gives, 
[ ] ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−−=
R
RlbBtuslbX cavern
690
5401/)23.124145.165()/82.211(
.
 =  1,884.05 Btu/s 
)./413,3/6.3()/05.884,1(
.
MWsBtusBtuX cavern =  =  1.987 MW 
Exergy destroyed in Hot Oil Tank is obtained from equation similar to Equation (5.18) as 
follows: 
                          ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −=
16
171617
.
tan
.
1)(
T
T
TTCmX opkoilhot                                          (5.19) 
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Substituting the known values in the above equation gives,
[ ] ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−−=
R
RFFFlbBtuslbX koilhot
1170
5401)708710(.)./62187.0(.)/4.434(tan
.
=290.92Btu/s 
=koilhotX tan
.
(290.92 Btu/s) . (3.6 / 3413 Btu/s.MW)  =  0.307 MW 
After substituting the known values in Equation (5.19) with appropriate changes in the state 
numbers give, 
                          ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −=
22
112222
.
tan
.
1)(
T
T
TTCmX opkoilcold                                  
Substituting the known values in the above equation gives, 
               [ ] ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−−=
R
RFFFlbBtuslbX koilhot
672
540
1)180212(.)./419.0(.)/4.434(tan
.
 =  1,144.08 Btu/s 
=koilcoldX tan
.
(1,144.08 Btu/s) . (3.6 / 3413 Btu/s.MW)  =  1.207 MW 
Exergy destroyed from heat lost in exhaust air at state “10” is obtained from the following 
equation: 
                                    ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ −=
10
11010
..
1)(
T
T
hhmX oexhaust                                       (5.18) 
The first term in the square parenthesis on the right side of the above equation represents 
the heat loss in the exhaust, while the second term in the square parenthesis represents the 
reversible Carnot’s efficiency. 
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After substituting the known values in the above equation gives,
[ ] ⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢
⎣
⎡
−−=
R
RlbBtuslbX exhaust
15.679
5401/)06.12975.162()/64.423(
.
 =  2,924.26 Btu/s
)./413,3/6.3()/26.924,2(
.
MWsBtusBtuX exhaust =  =  3.084 MW 
The breakdown of the exergy destruction among the various components of the CAES 
system with energy recovery system is as shown in the Table 5.1. The bar chart showing the 
breakdown of the exergy destructed is as shown in the Figure 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 Breakdown of Exergy Destruction Among the Components of CAES Over  
     One Cycle of Operation (24 hours Period) 
 
Exergy Supplied to AA CAES = 70.74MW x 8hours= 565.9MWh 
Component 
Exergy Destroyed 
(MW) 
# of Hours 
Operated 
Exergy Destroyed 
(MWh) 
% of 
Total 
Compressor 1 3.4 8 27.3 17 
Compressor2 1.7 8 13.9 9 
Intercooler 1 1.0 8 7.9 5 
Intercooler 2 2.8 8 22.1 14 
Air Cavern 2.0 8 15.9 10 
Reheater 1 1.9 4 7.4 5 
Reheater 2 2.6 4 10.3 6 
Turbine 1 4.5 4 17.8 11 
Turbine 2 4.7 4 18.8 12 
Hot Oil Tank 0.3 4 1.2 1 
Cold Oil Tank 1.2 4 4.8 3 
Exhaust 3.1 4 12.3 8 
Tot Exergy 
Destroyed 29.1 0 159.8 100 
Exergy Output 400.0 4 400.0 -­‐	  
Grand Total 70.7 20 559.8 -­‐	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Figure 5.1 The Percentage Variation of Exergy Destruction Among Various  
                 Components of the CAES with Energy Recovery  
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CHAPTER VI 
 
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AMONG THE METHODS 
 
 In the analysis performed, much of the calculations are reported figures used to compare 
the system components of the technologies. Revenue analysis is a built upon approach using 
system components and market data for analysis. Energy efficiencies of components are used for 
purchase-sale differential, avoided peak cost and payback period. Energy storage location, 
energy density, and emissions are additional comparison, but are not included in the revenue 
analysis. 
 
6.1 PHES and CAES Comparison 
 
Looking at the principles of energy processes, it is useful to determine the potential for 
these mechanical storages. In the case for pump storage, the energy captured is gravitational or 
work (gravitational acceleration times mass) times distance. On the other hand, the energy 
captured from compressed gases is work times distance and the change in entropy (or internal 
energy) which is in the form of heat.  
For use of examples, maximum air storage pressure and maximum pump head are used 
for calculating ideal work with perfect equipment. In other words how much can the square 
meter of water and air can convert into energy regardless of  compressor/storing/generation 
specs. Scotland’s Crauchan pumped storage plant operates a 365 meters (or 1198 ft) and the 
NYPA plant compresses air to 110 bar (or 1600 psi) for storage. One cubic feet of water with 
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density (1kg/m3) at 365m pump head provides 3.5 kJ of work. In a reversible process, 1m3 of 
ideal gas expanding at 20 ⁰C to a volume of 110 m3 (an equivalence of expanding air from 110 
bar to 1 bar) provides 11.5 kJ of energy. Compression can work very well if technologies are 
able to provide near perfect processes.  
 
6.2 PHES and CAES Efficiency Comparison 
Pumped Storage remains to see the highest roundtrip efficiencies shown in Table 6.1. The 
high efficiencies in pump and generation can be a result of the few internal energy losses. As air 
significantly exchanges heat in the mechanical process of compression and expansion, the 
difficulties in heat recovery inhibit high roundtrip efficiencies. Adiabatic CAES shows the 
greatest promise in reaching pumped storage efficiency levels.  
 
Table 6.1 Component Efficiencies by PHES and CAES Technology Type 
	  	   PHES	   CAES	  I	  (Huntorf)	   CAES	  II	  (McIntosh)	  
AA	  CAES	  
(Proposed)	  
Efficiency	  of	  Charging	   >85% 80% 80% 88% 
Efficiency	  of	  Storage	   98% 88% 89% 95% 
Efficiency	  of	  Discharging	   >85% 45% 51% 85% 
Round	  Trip	  Efficiency	   80% 29%	   36%	   71%	  
 
  
Table 6.2 is described by Sandia National Laboratory recent compiled efficiencies of 
various technologies.26 The important figures in the table are the PHES and CAES where the 
research in this thesis is consistent with the values given.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Sandia National Laboratory. 2013. DOE/EPRI 2013 Electric Storage Handbook in Collaboration with NRECA. 
http://tinyurl.com/koc2cke 
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Table 6.2 Roundtrip Efficiencies of Various Energy Storage Technologies 
Technology Round-Trip Efficiency 
Pumped Hydro ~80% 
Compressed Air Energy Storage 45%-80% 
 
 
Despite being a mature technology, pump storage has not reached its efficiency limit. For 
the past decades several modernizations to PHES have increased the roundtrip efficiency and 
rated capacity. Similarly, CAES has been given a significant amount of attention and incremental 
improvements drive up the efficiency. Those efficiencies primarily tackle the mentioned heat 
losses through compression and expansion via adiabatic thermal energy storage medium.  
 
6.3 Location and Energy Density Comparison 
Sites for PHES and CAES are limited to their current designs because they require 
special geographic features. PHES rests on edges of mountains with upper and lower reservoirs 
while large CEAS plants sit on ideal underground caverns. Table 6.3 records the Raccoon 
Mountain and typical CAES plants in acreage.  
 
Table 6.3 Energy Density of PHES and CAES 
  
Pump Storage 
(Raccoon Mtn) 
CAES I 
(Huntorf) 
CAES II 
(McIntosh) 
AA CAES 
(Proposed) 
Surface Area 
(m2)         2,160,000  29,947 108,052 26,136 
Capacity MW               1,652           321           110             96  
Surface Energy 
Density (m2/MW)               1,308           272           491           272  
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6.4 Simplified Cost Analysis Comparison 
 
In addition to Raccoon Mountain, Hiwassee Pumped Storage brings an additional 86 MW 
of capacity to TVA’s generation mix. SNL Financial assimilates TVA’s generation for the 2011 
fiscal year as shown in Table 6.4 where pumped storage can be reference along the other TVA 
generation technology types. An indication of the utilization of the pumped storage technology 
TVA generates electricity from the PHES plants at least 4 hours every day for the 2011 fiscal 
year. The limitations to PHES generation hours are for charging hours and economic 
optimization. TVA operated pumped storage for over 1450 hours in 2011. Though not a direct 
indication that more energy storage is necessary, the data is proof that utilization of the 
technology is prevalent and in full demand. 
 
Table 6.4 TVA Power Plant Portfolio Summary for 2011 Fiscal Year (SNL)  
 
 
6.4.1 Avoided Peak Cost 
 
A measurable comparison of energy storage is the savings it provides from shifting 
power off peak to on peak. TVA prioritizes plant operations based on costs as shown with an 
Power	  Plant	  Category
Plants	  
Reporting
Reported	  Operating	  
Capacity	  (MW)
Total	  Operating	  
Capacity	  (MW)
Net	  Generation	  
(MWh)
Capacity	  
Factor	  (%)
Average	  Heat	  
Rate	  (Btu/kWh)
Total	  Coal 11	  of	  11	   15,028.0	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   15,028.0	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   69,624,891	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   52.89 10499
	  	  Coal:	  Steam	  Turbine 11	  of	  11 15,028.0	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   15,028.0	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   69,624,891	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   52.89 10499
Uranium 3	  of	  3	   6,912.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   6,912.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   51,844,049	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   85.62 -­‐	  
Total	  Natural	  Gas 13	  of	  13	   9,037.9	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   9,037.9	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   11,200,805	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   14.15 7746
	  	  Natural	  Gas:	  Combined	  Cycle 4	  of	  4 2,636.3	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2,636.3	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   10,610,031	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   45.94 7464
	  	  Natural	  Gas:	  Gas	  Turbine 9	  of	  9 6,401.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   6,401.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   590,774	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   1.05 12818
Oil	  &	  Other	  Petroleum	  Products 3	  of	  3	   26.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   26.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   -­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   0 -­‐	  
Total	  Hydro 31	  of	  31	   5,483.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   5,483.6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   16,849,895	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   35.08 -­‐	  
	  	  Hydro:	  Pumped	  Storage 2	  of	  2 1,738.8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   1,738.8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2,523,325	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   16.57 -­‐
	  	  Hydro:	  Conventional 29	  of	  29 3,744.8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   3,744.8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   14,326,570	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   43.67 -­‐
Total	  Renewable 1	  of	  1	   2.1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2.1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   -­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   0 -­‐	  
	  	  Wind 1	  of	  1 2.1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   2.1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   -­‐	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   0 -­‐
Total 62	  of	  62	   36,490.8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   36,490.8	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   149,519,640	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   46.77 10118
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illustrative example in Figure 6.1.  TVA dispatches energy starting with the lowest $/MW and 
ends with the highest $/MW, known as peaking plants. Peaking plants have traditionally been 
Combustion Turbines (CT) burning natural gas. Bulk storage is an alternative to running these 
expensive plants saving utilities money with each displaced MWh.   
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Typical Dispatch during TVA Summer Day without Raccoon Mountain. 
 
The primary purpose of TVA’s Raccoon Mountain is consuming coal power during low 
demand and displacing the CTs. The cost arbitrage also accounts for avoided operational and 
maintenance costs of the CTs compared to the PHES. Figure 6.2 illustrates when TVA’s PHES 
operates. 
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Figure 6.2 Typical Dispatch during TVA Summer Day with Raccoon Mountain. 
 
 The method of calculating TVA’s need for electric storage will be based on several 
assumptions. TVA’s operating fleets have been documented by the annual 10K report and 
compiled by SNL which will be the basis of the data. TVA’s average non-fuel variable 
production cost and variable fuel cost are reported as averages for all coal, nuclear, hydro, and 
gas plants. Though the plants are varied in escalating price, the data is not available to do 
individual dispatch analysis so averages are used.  For the analysis, gas is considered from 
averaged CTs which are generally the peaking power of TVA after combine cycle gas plants are 
already in operation.  
 
  6.4.2 Carbon Emissions  
Emissions are a growing concern for global energy production. In the energy storage 
discussion this can have upside and downside to a utility. Many new energy storage technologies 
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emit an attractive zero emissions, while others emit at current acceptable amounts. Table 6.5 and 
Table 6.6 describe carbon and sulfur emissions by bulk energy storage type.  
 
Table 6.5 Carbon Emissions of PHES and CAES Plants 
 
  Carbon Emissions (lbs CO2/MWh) 
PHES (Raccoon) 0 
CAES I (Huntorf) 1600 
CAES II (McIntosh) 1211 
AA CAES 
(Proposed) 0 
 
 
Table 6.6 SO2 Emissions of PHES and CAES Plants 
  Sulfur Emissions (lbs SO2/MWh) 
PHES (Raccoon) 0 
CAES I (Huntorf) 0.2 
CAES II (McIntosh) 0.1 
AA CAES 
(Proposed) 0 
 
 
The generated energy for storing can attribute more emissions than peaking plants i.e. 
coal. In the case where more emissions are contributed, costs can reduce the savings of energy 
storage technologies. Cap and trade is a market based approach of controlling emission where 
companies can participate in trading emissions to fall below the government limit. The United 
States government has set limits to NO2 therefore the market can exists in trading these 
emissions. If similar products were incorporated with coal and sulfur then more or less savings 
maybe included to energy storage.   
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6.4.3 Simple Payback Period with Broad Assumptions 
In performing an economic decision to build an energy storage plant there are thousands of 
calculations needed to be performed. In this section the objective is to provide a very high level 
understanding of the gains of PHES and Advanced Adiabatic CAES in a varying cost electricity 
market. In the analysis performed below many assumptions are made for understanding and not 
influence utility planning desicions. The analysis is rather to illustrate the relationship between 
the cost of plant and the purchases and sales differential. Electric purchase cost, or EPC, and 
electric sales cost, ESC, represent the fluctuation of market demand and market price. In many 
circumstances the unpredictable behavior of electricity demand proves difficult with matching 
generation. When utilities are forced to dump power into the ground or sell electricity for 
negative prices the option would clearly indicate the need for storage. If in the case the utility 
needed to off load electricity to ground or off load electricity for no cost then the EPC/ESC 
would be equal to zero. Similarly, if the purchase cost is two times higher in periods of low 
demand than the sales cost in periods of high demand then the relationship of EPC/ESC is 
½=0.5. 
 Table 6.7 and Figure 6.3 illustrate the relationship of purchases and sales differential and 
number of days the technology operates. The assumptions built in to the results are the 
following: use current average overnight capital costs, PHES and CAES operate at similar 
capacities, and the efficiencies are near equal to make the revenue same. Essentially this strongly 
favors the CAES system because it assumes the technology is near equal and the main driver is 
capital cost. The efficiency and capacity are assumed equal because of the flexibility AA CAES 
has with substituting compressor motors with shaft work and its ability to be near sites that 
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would require off-loading. If these assumptions are believed to be reasonable then efficiencies 
and capacities can remain constant.  
 
Table 6.7 Simple Payback Period of PHES and CAES Plants 
 
Simple	  Payback	  Period	  
No	  of	  
Cycles/Yr	  
EPC/ESC=0	   EPC/ESC=0.3	   EPC/ESC=0.7	  
PHES	   CAES	   PHES	   CAES	   PHES	   CAES	  
250	   15.8	   7.3	   22.5	   10.4	   52.5	   24.3	  
300	   13.1	   6.1	   18.8	   8.7	   43.8	   20.2	  
365	   10.8	   5.0	   15.4	   7.1	   36.0	   16.6	  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Simple Payback Period of PHES and CAES 
 
  
The results show payback periods as early as 5 years for AA CAES and 10.8 years for 
PHES in locations that would need to dump electricity every day of the year from unmatched 
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electricity and demand. Under unfavorable market diversity the AA CAES would require 24.3 
years for a payback period and PHES 52.5 years if the EPC/ESC=.7 and operated only 250 days 
of the year. 
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CHAPTER VII 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
Bulk Energy Storage is a mitigating step for bringing quality, cheap energy to consumers. As 
more strain on the grid gets prevalent, and the need for clean energy solutions grows, energy 
storage will be a highlighted topic in future discussion. Pumped storage has provided a 
mechanically simple and reliable means to achieve the market need. Compressed air, through its 
innovative advances, becomes a competitive design in roundtrip efficiency and also in 
competitive in areas that do not have the geographic advantage for pumped storage.  
In the component analysis, pumped storage provides an industry standard round trip 
efficiency with the Francis turbines that can reach up to 80%. The high roundtrip efficiency of 
80% provides an economic means in purchase sale markets, avoided peak costs, and zero 
emission for utilities like TVA. Today, compressed air technologies, like Advanced Adiabatic 
CAES, gain ground in design and produce a round trip efficiencies of 71% in the design 
evaluated in this thesis. Advantages in CAES are just beginning to match the efficiencies of 
PHES and perhaps it is due to the investment and maturity of PHES. However as geographic and 
economic limitations become more prevalent in pump storage, the window of opportunity 
becomes available to CAES storage plants. The economic analysis in the research shows that the 
high expenses for pumped storage result in high payback periods of 15.8 years for an optimistic 
EPC/ESC=0 scenario. In the same scenario, AA CAES reports a lower payback period of 7.3 
years. In fact, in all scenarios evaluated CAES is estimated as having improved payback periods. 
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The plethora of potential geological locations and lower capital costs are gaining advantages for 
CAES over PHES. CAES in previous literature, using older CAES plant designs, have 
consistently been a less than equal investment until AA CAES was designed.  
The exergy analysis illuminates opportunities for further modifications. Energy destroyed 
during compression, air storage, intercoolers, and turbines can be mechanically improved to 
bring greater round trip efficiencies to the AA CAES process. The results also indicate 
reasonable prospects for capturing more heat from the compression phase and air exhaust. Air 
temperatures exiting the second compressor is 230°F and air exiting at the exhaust is 170°F 
indicates opportunity for additional energy capture. Adding adapted systems to recuperate heat in 
forms of heating air and water can utilize otherwise lost energy in the power plant buildings. 
This is a recoverable energy that PHES systems cannot exploit. 
The renewable energy explosion has met obstacles that energy storage can mitigate. For wind 
energy, the technology is often unused to do operating at night and unpredictable generation. 
Since many wind farms operate in favorable geological locations for CAES, the CAES 
technology can ultimately be built at wind farm sites and provide further recoverable losses. On 
site CAES could evolve to gears turning wind energy into shaft work powering compressors for 
efficiency and economic rewards.  The increase in efficiency could turn AA CAES from a 
roundtrip efficiency of 71%  to 0.71/0.93/0.93 = 82% (assuming the electric motor and 
generation operates at 93% efficiency). CAES shows substantial promise and should continue to 
be researched as a necessary stabilizer in the electric grid.     
The returns for storage may not be completely realized as the energy market continues to 
rapidly expand. The Department of Energy and future thinking industries are strongly pushing 
ideas like CAES for smarter, less wasteful energy production. The simple paybacks periods may 
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not be as favorable as new gas/coal/nuclear generation when profit is the driver. Once these 
technologies become economically more available, their growth will be exponential because of 
the union of savings and the smart generation on the energy grid. 
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